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The Focus Desk, exclusively 

developed by Brand Control 

Rooms, is a series of three 

innovative, high-quality 

control desks with a design 

that is entirely dedicated to 

ergonomic user-friendliness.

Brand Control Rooms is a leading developer 

of innovative custom solutions in 24/7 central 

security and control rooms. The specialist for 

sectors, in which optimum focus in processes 

is of great importance. This work sets high 

demands on the environment in which operators 

operate. With our turnkey solutions we create 

safe, healthy and efficient workplaces that meet 

your operational requirements. The furniture is 

custom-developed and produced in-house and 

meets the highest applicable standards (ARBO,  

NEN-EN and ISO standards). 

We keep you focused

The Focus Desk has  
been specially developed 
for your operators

The desks offer the best possible 

tools that enable operators to 

focus optimally. The desks are 

available in three versions, varying 

in size and number of accessories. 

The control desks can be 

constructed in a modular manner, 

so that a suitable Focus Desk is 

available for every work situation.
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The Focus Desk I is a split-level model that ensures a highly ergonomic  

work situation. With the push of a button both the worktop and the monitors 

can be easily adjusted from sitting to standing height. The adjustment of the 

monitor carrying system is by default linked to the worktop, but can optionally 

be adjusted in height electrically separate from the worktop, assuring you of 

the most optimal viewing lines and angles on the LCD monitors and possibly 

available large screen displays.

The Focus Desk II has the same features and possibilities as the Focus Desk I,  

but is a larger version and suitable for work situations in which multiple monitors 

are required. The desk can accommodate up to 14 24" monitors. As with the Focus 

Desk I, the shape of the desktop can be designed to make one configuration of 

multiple desks.

Features Focus Desk
      The acoustic design panel 

helps reducing resonance 
noise and contributes to better 
speech understandability. The 
panel adds an accent color to 
the furniture and shields the 
monitors, also giving the panel  
a decorative function.

     Integrated cable tray for 230 V 
power sockets and cabling.

     The naturally ventilated 
technology cabinet offers space 
for various equipment such 

as 19 "racks and PCs. Data 
and electrical cables can be 
connected via recesses in the 
bottom of the cabinet.

 
       The integrated adjustment 

system,equipment and cables are 
easily accessible for service and 
maintenance.

     The worktop offers various 
integration options for any 
AV equipment and electrical 
solutions that are shielded at the 
underside of the tabletop.

     The design of the Focus Desk 
meets the highest ergonomic 
requirements and latest ISO 
standards.

     The worktop, the technical 
cabinet and the powder-coated 
chassis are available in multiple 
colors and materials, so the 
design also fits your needs and 
workplace environment.

     The extremely strong solid core 
HPL worktop is low-noise and 
infinitely adjustable from  

sitting to standing height

     The monitor support system, the 
cable tray and the acoustic back 
wall can be adjusted separately 
from the worktop from sitting to 
standing height.

     The monitor carrying system 
has a Quick release system for 
LCD monitors and can be build 
up and expanded modularly 
if multiple or other types of 
monitors are required.
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The Focus Desk assures you 
of the most optimal viewing 
angles and lines
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For the most extensive control rooms we have developed the Focus 

Desk III, the largest control desk in the serie. This special version can 

be expanded with many additional accessories, such as additional 

technology cabinets, ESD control panels and, for example, button panels 

and touch screens integrated into the worktop. The many additional 

options make the Focus Desk III our most complete control desk.

The Focus Desk III has been developed 
for the most extensive control rooms

Seat and back follow the 

movements of the user, 

not only forwards and 

backwards, but also when 

the body tilts sideways to 

the left or to the right. This 

form of dynamic sitting 

always gives the body (back, 

neck and pelvis) the most 

optimal support. The cast 

aluminum chassis and 3D 

synchronous mechanism are 

extra weighted and therefore 

very suitable for intensive 

use (24/7 proof). The 

aluminum polished star base 

with braked wheels makes 

it complete. This chair has a 

standard five-year warranty 

with normal use.

The Brand ON 24h® chair, exclusively 

marketed by us, fits seamlessly with our 

Focus Desks. Its aesthetics, user-friendliness, 

but especially the unique three-dimensional 

synchronous swing mechanism® complete 

the efficient workplace.

Brand ON24h chair


